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Abstract

This paper reports our simulations of the volume emission rate (VER) of the O($^1D$) redline nightglow perturbed by waves traveling across the thermosphere at around 250 km altitude. Waves perturb the electronic and neutral background densities and temperatures in the region and modify the O($^1D$) layer intensity as it is captured by ground-based nightglow instruments. The changes in the integrated volume emission rate are calculated for various vertical wavelengths of the perturbations. We demonstrate that, as the solar activity intensifies, the vertical scales of most likely observable TID waves become larger. For high solar activity, we demonstrate that only waves presenting vertical wavelengths larger than 360 km are likely to be observed. The variation of the range of likely observable vertical wavelengths with the solar cycle offers a plausible explanation for the low occurrence rate of TID in measurements of the redline nightglow during high solar activity periods. We have compared our results with those of [Negale:2018] and [Paulino:2018] to verify that observed vertical wavelengths distribute around 140-210 km, in good correspondence with our predicted threshold wavelength $\approx 160$ km for very low solar cycle period.
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Key Points:

• In general conditions, traveling ionosphere disturbances (TID) of longer vertical wavelengths ($\lambda_z > 160$ km) are more likely than shorter vertical wavelength TID to be observed from ground-based imagery of the O$(^1D)$ nightglow.

• For high solar activity periods, the volume emission rate of the O$(^1D)$ nightglow layer is thicker (larger FWHM) and peaks at higher altitudes due to a larger concentration of O$_2$ at higher altitudes in the thermosphere.

• Because the O$(^1D)$ layer is thicker under high solar activity conditions, only TID of $\lambda_z > 360$ km are likely to be detected from ground-based observations. This explains the lower observation rate of TID in the O$(^1D)$ nightglow all-sky imagery in high solar activity intervals.
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Abstract

This paper reports our simulations of the volume emission rate (VER) of the O(\(^{1}\)D) redline nightglow perturbed by waves traveling across the thermosphere at around 250 km altitude. Waves perturb the electronic and neutral background densities and temperatures in the region and modify the O(\(^{1}\)D) layer intensity as it is captured by ground-based nightglow instruments. The changes in the integrated volume emission rate are calculated for various vertical wavelengths of the perturbations. We demonstrate that, as the solar activity intensifies, the vertical scales of most likely observable TID waves become larger. For high solar activity, we demonstrate that only waves presenting vertical wavelengths larger than 360 km are likely to be observed. The variation of the range of likely observable vertical wavelengths with the solar cycle offers a plausible explanation for the low occurrence rate of TID in measurements of the redline nightglow during high solar activity periods. We have compared our results with those of Negale et al. (2018) and Paulino et al. (2018) to verify that observed vertical wavelengths distribute around 140-210 km, in good correspondence with our predicted threshold wavelength \(\lambda_{t} \sim 160\) km for very low solar cycle period.

1 Introduction

Traveling ionosphere disturbances (TID) on the ionospheric plasma have been observed for several decades. The initial reports date from the 1950s, such as those of Munro (1950), Munro (1958), and Martyn (1950). A successful interpretation of this phenomenon describes the TID as a manifestation of atmospheric gravity waves (AGW) perturbing the plasma (Hines, 1960).

W. Hooke (1968) further extended the Hines (1960) theory to account for gravity wave perturbations on the ionospheric plasma to show that their primary effect is dominated by the ratio of the neutral-plasma collision frequency to the giro-frequency under the influence of the geomagnetic field at thermospheric altitudes. In the ionosphere, gravity waves impart the motion of the neutral gas parallel to the magnetic field to the ionization via collisional interactions. W. Hooke (1968) also showed that only certain gravity wave modes are capable of creating perturbations in the ionosphere, and waves imparting velocities of 20 m/s seemed capable of exciting TID of larger magnitudes,
given the right background conditions. W. H. Hooke (1970) showed the ionosphere response to gravity waves as dependent on the propagation azimuth of the wave perturbation, evidencing the anisotropy of the propagation direction of TID in the lower and upper ionosphere. He found that the anisotropy is a function of the wave parameters and the ionospheric conditions.

Later on, Francis (1974) simulated a spectrum of gravity waves generated above the mesosphere to identify the effects of direct waves and ground-reflected waves on the upper levels around 200-300 km. This simulation explained the sources of the traveling ionosphere disturbances. The large and medium scale TID could be better distinguished, with the large scales being less frequent than the medium scales because of their correlation with the high latitude phenomena in the auroral TID source region in times of magnetic storms (kp>5), and particle precipitation generation of AGWs via Joule heating with the Lorentz force ongoing on charged particles under the Earth’s magnetic field at those locations. Francis (1974) also pointed out that TID could be periodic and non-periodic, with the non-periodic TID being observed as frequently as their periodic counterparts. However, the non-periodic TID would resemble medium scale only.

Medium scale TID (MSTID) are the focus of this paper because of the number of poorly understood aspects of their nature. The MSTID, as presented earlier, can be periodic or non-periodic; therefore, it is more difficult to identify their cause. Whereas many papers (Nishioka et al., 2009; Negale et al., 2018) have identified the main source of TID at high latitudes, there are accounts of MSTID being excited at equatorial latitudes (e.g., Shiokawa et al., 2009; Paulino et al., 2018) and mid-latitudes as well (Shiokawa et al., 2003; Martinis et al., 2010; Paulino et al., 2018).

Observations of MSTID have been made via ground-based imagery of the thermospheric redline nightglow corresponding to the O($^3P - ^1D$) transition line at 630 nm. Although MSTID are frequently observed, only few articles report the vertical scales of these observed thermospheric oscillations, primarily because of the lack of background information about neutral wind at the layer altitude. For instance, one of the few articles showing the spectral distribution the vertical scales of MSTID for data collected over a three-year period is that of Negale et al. (2018). Moreover, combined modeling
and observational studies of MSTID of several vertical scales are carried out only spar-
ingly. For example, Porter et al. (1974) studied the behavior of the O(\(^1D\)) nightglow bright-
ness under the influence of gravity waves from a purely theoretical perspective, compar-
ing the changes in both the nightglow intensity and electron density, while Ogawa
et al. (2002) presented a simplified model to account for TID oscillations in the neutral
and electron densities to explain perturbations in the total electron content and in the
redline nightglow observed over Shigaraki, Japan.

In this work, we model the O(\(^1D\)) emission perturbed by MSTID/AGW of var-
ious vertical wavelengths to show which wave scales would be promptly accessible from
ground-based observations. The model concerns zenith observations of the redline us-
ing all-sky imagers, but can also be extended to any zenith-integrated atmosphere vari-
able affected by TID/gravity waves, such as photometry of the nightglow or GPS-TEC
observations. The results are obtained under regular atmospheric conditions and for
different solar activity scenarios as well. The implications of our findings are then an-
alyzed in light of observed MSTID scales and features obtained from the redline im-
agery technique.

### 2 Methodology

The approach used here is similar to that of Vargas et al. (2007) for the simula-
tion of the mesospheric nightglow layers perturbed by gravity waves. Here, however,
we have also implemented equations to account for perturbations on the ion and elec-
tron densities. Beyond that, we have also applied wave perturbations on the ion and
electron temperatures in the same way as that for the neutrals temperature.

Fig. 1 presents the input parameters utilized in our simulations taken from the
IRI2016 and NRLMSISE-00 models for Jan 01, 2016, corresponding to low solar activ-
ity conditions for (30.3°S, 70.7°W), the coordinates of the Andes Lidar Observatory (ALO),
in Chile. Fig. 1a shows vertical profiles of the O, O\(_2\) and N\(_2\) (from NRLMSISE-00), and
the O\(^+\) ion and electron number densities (from IRI2016). Atomic nitrogen is constant
throughout the range as used in Link and Cogger (1998). The temperature for ions \(T_i\),
electrons \(T_e\), and neutrals \(T_n\) are also from the IRI2016 model and are in Fig. 1b. Input
Figure 1. Background (a) densities, (b) temperatures, and (c) environmental parameters calculated for low solar activity conditions (Jan 01, 2016) for (30.3°S, 70.7°W), the coordinates of the Andes Lidar Observatory. Neutral densities are from the NRMSISE-00 model. Electron and ion densities, and neutral, electronic, and ionic temperatures are from the IRI2016 model. The input parameters for the NRMSISE-00 and IRI2016 models are in the supporting information file accompanying this publication.

The environmental parameters in Fig. 1c are the Brunt-Väisälä period \( \tau_N = \frac{2\pi}{N} \), where \( N \) is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and the scale height for neutrals \( H = R_s T_n / M_{mw} g \), where \( R_s = 8.31432 \times 10^3 \text{NmK}^{-1}\text{kmol}^{-1} \) is the universal gas constant, \( M_{mw} \) the mean molecular weight, and \( g \) the gravity acceleration. The parameter \( N \) is given by \( N = \frac{g}{T_n} \left( dT_n/dz + g/c_p \right) \), where \( dT_n/dz \) is the environmental lapse rate, \( g/c_p = 9.8 \text{ K/km} \) is the adiabatic lapse rate, and \( c_p \) is the specific heat at constant pressure.
to chemical equilibrium between production and losses, which leads to Eq. 1:

$$VER_{O(1D)} = \frac{0.756 A_{O(1D)} f_{O(1D)} k_1 [O_2] [e]}{([e]/[O^+])(A_{O(1D)} + k_O [O] + k_{O_2} [O_2] + k_{N_2} [N_2] + k_e [e])} \tag{1}$$

where

$$[e]/[O^+] = 1 + \left( \frac{k_{1} O_2}{k_1 [e] + k_4 [N]} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{k_4 [N]}{k_0 [e]} \right) + \frac{k_{10} [N_2]}{k_0 [e]}$$

as given by Link and Cogger (1988).
Figure 2. Low solar activity (a) unperturbed O($^1D$) volume emission rate and electron density, and (b) production and loss terms of the O($^1D$) volume emission rate from Eq. 1.

We evaluate Eq. 1 by plugging in the reaction rates in Table 1 and the numerical values of the quantities in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, and plot the unperturbed profile of the O($^1D$) volume emission rate in Fig. 2a. The redline layer peaks at 282 km and presents 79 km full width at half maximum (FWHM) under the conditions simulated here. At the layer peak, the VER $\sim$180 photons/cm$^3$/s. For reference, we also plot in Fig. 2a the electron density profile (dash-dot line) to show its maximum about one scale height ($\sim$38 km) above the redline layer centroid. The unperturbed [e] density is much wider (FWHM $\sim$231 km) than the VER, and peaks at 323 km with a peak density of $\sim$4.6$\times$10$^5$ electrons/cm$^3$.

Fig. 2b shows the contribution of individual production and loss terms in Eq. 1. The thick continuous line in Fig. 2b represents the production term corresponding to the numerator of Eq. 1, while the thick dash-dot line is the sum of all loss terms in the denominator. The thin dash-dot, colored lines are the individual losses. Note that the loss of the O($^1D$) excited state due to the atomic oxygen dominates up to 275 km. Above that level the radiation term involving $A_{O(1D)}$ dominates the loss of O($^1D$). The term due to quenching by electrons is the least below 270 km, while the N$_2$ term is the smallest above that level.
2.2 Perturbing the O(\(1^D\)) Volume Emission Rate and Intensity

The O(\(1^D\)) volume emission rate response in the thermosphere to gravity waves is calculated by first obtaining the perturbations on the neutral and charge densities, vertical and horizontal winds, temperatures, and rate coefficients. To do so, we have set the characteristics of waves in terms of the vertical wavelength for a wave period taken from the 24 TID events observed by Paulino et al. (2018).

The layer brightness is the O(\(1^D\)) zenith intensity captured by nightglow imagers and photometers in ground-based experiments. We compute the O(\(1^D\)) intensity as the integral of the VER in altitude, where the VER is composed of the steady plus the perturbed states, that is, \(\text{VER} = \text{VER} + \text{VER}'\), where \(\text{VER}\) corresponds to the curve in Fig. 2a. From the integral of the VER it follows that

\[
I = \int \text{VER} \, dz = \int \text{VER} + \text{VER}' \, dz = I + I'.
\]

Other perturbed parameters are calculated as follows. According to the linear gravity wave theory (Hines, 1960), the wave frequency \(\omega = 2\pi / \tau\), horizontal wavenumber \(k = 2\pi / \lambda_h\) and the vertical wavenumber \(m = 2\pi / \lambda_z\) are related by the dispersion relation (Eq. 2),

\[
m^2 = \left( \frac{N^2 + \omega^2}{\omega^2 + f^2} \right) k^2 + \frac{\omega^2}{\gamma g H} - \frac{1}{4H^2} \tag{2}
\]

where \(\gamma = c_p / c_v\) is the specific heat ratio, and \(f\) is the Coriolis term. The parameters \(\tau, \lambda_h,\) and \(\lambda_z\) are the intrinsic wave period, the horizontal wavelength, and the vertical wavelength of the perturbation, respectively. Notice that Eq. 2 holds for an isothermal atmosphere, what is nearly the case in the thermosphere. However, Eq. 2 does not take into account effects of viscous dissipation or heat diffusion dissipation on the gravity wave amplitudes. This is a limitation of the present simulation which must be addressed in an upcoming work.

Oscillations in the neutral density, temperature, and wind components are obtained from Eq. 3,

\[
\left( u', w', \rho', \frac{\rho'}{\rho}, \frac{T_n'}{T_n} \right) = \Re \left\{ \left( \bar{u}, \bar{w}, \bar{\rho}, \bar{T}_n \right) \exp \left[ \frac{(1 - \beta)(z - z_r)}{2H} + i \left[ m(z - z_r) + \omega t \right] \right] \right\} \tag{3}
\]
where \( u', w', \rho'/\bar{\rho} \), and \( T'_n/T_n \) are the fluctuations in the wind component parallel to the wave orientation, the vertical wind, the neutral density, and the neutral temperature, respectively. The terms \( \hat{u}, \hat{w}, \hat{\rho}, \hat{T}_n \) represent the complex amplitudes of each wave field. The total fields are given by \( u = \bar{u} + u', w = \bar{w} + w', \rho = \bar{\rho} + \rho', \) and \( T_n = T_n + T'_n \).

The reference altitude \( z_r \) in Eq. 3 is set at 200 km where the wave amplitude \( \hat{T}_n = 10\% \). The neutral temperature amplitude \( \hat{T}_n \) is the reference parameter for the other quantities; that is, all other complex amplitudes are specified in terms of \( \hat{T}_n \) via the polarization relations from the gravity wave linear theory.

The factor \( \beta \) in Eq. 3 accounts for the wave amplitude growth or decay. For \( \beta < 1 \) the wave amplitude grows with increasing altitude, and for \( \beta > 1 \) it decays. For \( \beta = 1 \), the wave amplitude is constant, resembling the behavior of a saturated wave. We keep \( \beta = 1 \) in these simulations to straightforwardly quantify the effect of the wave perturbation in the \( O(1)D \) layer throughout the simulation range. This makes sense because the layer response will be due solely to the layer’s photochemistry and dynamics, once the relative wave amplitude \( \hat{T}_n \) is constant everywhere.

The complex amplitudes \( \hat{u} \) and \( \hat{w} \) are given by the relations 4 and 5,

\[
\hat{u} = \frac{gHk}{N^2 - \omega^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} + iHm - \frac{\kappa \omega}{N^2} \right) \hat{T}_n, \tag{4}
\]

\[
\hat{w} = \frac{i\kappa \omega}{N^2 - \omega^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} + iHm - \kappa \omega \right) \frac{N^2}{N^2 - \omega^2} \hat{T}_n, \tag{5}
\]

while the complex amplitude for the neutral density \( \hat{\rho} \) is given by Eq. 6.

\[
\hat{\rho} = \frac{1 - \frac{2H\omega^2}{8(\gamma - 1)} - 2iHm}{1 - \frac{2H\omega^2}{8} - 2iHm} \hat{T}_n. \tag{6}
\]

Perturbations in number densities of \( N_2, O_2, \) and \( N \) follow Eq. 6 as

\[
\frac{[N_2]'}{[N_2]} = \frac{[O_2]'}{[O_2]} = \frac{[N]'}{[N]} = \frac{\rho'}{\bar{\rho}}, \tag{7}
\]
while atomic O perturbation follows Eq. 8,

$$\frac{[O]'}{[O]} = DH'\frac{\rho'}{\rho} - 1 - DH T''_n,$$

(8)

where \( D = \frac{d \ln [O]}{dz} \) is the scale height of the [O] density. The perturbed temperatures \( T_i \) and \( T_e \) follow that of the neutrals temperature, that is,

$$\frac{T'_i}{T_i} = \frac{T'_e}{T_e} = \frac{T'_n}{T_n}.$$

(9)

The perturbation response of electrons due to the TID in the thermosphere is expressed as a function of the magnetic induction field \( \vec{B} \) and the magnetic inclination angle as discussed in Hooke (1968). The total electron density is given by \([e] = [e] + [e]'\). The fluctuation \([e]'\) is found from:

$$\frac{[e]'}{[e]} = \left( \frac{\hat{\vec{\sigma}} \cdot \hat{\vec{k}}}{\omega} \right) + i(\hat{\vec{B}} \cdot \hat{\vec{z}}) \left[ \frac{1}{2H} + \frac{d}{dz} \left( \ln [e] \right) \right],$$

(10)

where the vector \( \hat{\vec{\sigma}} = u'\hat{\xi} + w'\hat{\hat{z}} \) and \( \hat{\vec{k}} = k\hat{\xi} + m\hat{\hat{z}} \). The unit vectors \( \hat{\hat{z}} \) and \( \hat{\xi} \) are parallel to the vertical direction and to the wave orientation, respectively, and \( \hat{\vec{B}} \) is the unit vector parallel to \( \vec{B} \). Observe from the term \( (\hat{\vec{\sigma}} \cdot \hat{\vec{k}}) \) that TID with stronger meridional component will have larger effect on the \([e]\) density because \( \vec{B} \) has a small zonal component. As confirmed in observations, equatorward traveling TID are promptly seen in ionospheric measurements (e.g., Francis, 1974; Shiokawa et al., 2006).

Temperature-dependent reaction rates are also affected by gravity wave oscillations via temperature oscillations. Perturbed states of the reaction rates are evaluated by plugging the perturbed temperatures into the corresponding reaction rate expressions (Table 1).

To carry out the simulations, we have chosen the vertical wavelength and the wave period as input parameters. A constant period of \( \tau = 45 \) min is set corresponding to one of 24 wave periods reported by Paulino et al. (2018) for TID perturbing the thermospheric redline. The vertical wavenumber \( m = 2\pi / \lambda_z \) is specified iteratively, with \( \lambda_z \) varying from 50 km to 500 km by increments of 5 km. Then, we calculate \( k = 2\pi / \lambda_h \)
Figure 3. The perturbed (a) O(1 D) volume emission rate and (b) electron density calculated for 24 different phases of a perturbing gravity wave in a full wave cycle. The perturbing wave progresses vertically upwards in the thermosphere. The thick continuous lines are the unperturbed profiles of the VER and [e] as in Figure 2. The gray thin lines are the perturbed VER’ and [e]’ profiles. The dashed lines represent the standard deviation of the VER’ and [e]’ profiles, respectively. The perturbing wave has the following properties: $\lambda_h = 852$ km, $\lambda_z = 230$ km, $\tau = 45$ min, $\hat{T}_n = 10\%$, $\beta = 1$.

from the dispersion relation (Eq. 2) and the other perturbed quantities from Eqs. 4 to 9 within each iteration by setting $\hat{T}_n = 10\%$ of the background neutral temperature at the reference altitude. Notice that the horizontal wavenumber varies slightly with height due to variable environmental parameters $\tau_N$ and $H$ (Fig. 1c).

Eq. 10 is evaluated by setting $\vec{B} = -69 \hat{x} + 19956 \hat{y} - 11937 \hat{z}$ [nT], corresponding to components of the geomagnetic field at (30.3° S, 70.7° W) geographic coordinates and with -30.9° inclination angle with the horizontal plane at this location for the Andes Lidar Observatory, Chile. The unit vectors $\hat{x}$, $\hat{y}$, and $\hat{z}$ point toward the zonal, meridional, and vertical directions, respectively.

The relative perturbations are obtained for 1 km altitude resolution and $\frac{2\pi}{2\tau}$ time increments (this is equivalent to increments of 0.26 radians of the wave phase) within a wave cycle. All the perturbed quantities are finally plugged in Eq. 1 within each iteration to find the perturbed volume emission rate and intensity.
3 Results

The effect of wave perturbations on the redline layer VER is plotted in Fig. 3a. The perturbed VER profiles (gray thin lines) oscillate around the steady VER layer (thick continuous line), but the largest effect occurs at the peak at 286 km. The standard deviation $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ of the perturbed VER profiles is the dashed line in Fig. 3a, and confirms the higher variance around the layer peak height. The $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ profile indicates where the wave perturbation is more vigorous within the layer, which in the case of the O($^1D$) occurs right at the peak of the thermospheric VER profile.

The altitude where $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ peaks is distinct for the mesospheric nightglow layers. In the mesosphere, $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ profiles of the OH, O$_2(b)$, and O($^1S$) perturbed layers peak $\sim$2.5 km below their respective steady layer centroids (Vargas et al., 2007). This has a subtle impact on the interpretation of observational results when comparing data of the temperature and intensity of the mesospheric nightglows.

Fig. 3b shows the unperturbed [e] profile with amplitude of $\sim$9.5% at the peak of the unperturbed [e] layer (thick continuous line). The standard deviation $\sigma_{[e]}$ of the [e] profiles is also presented as the dashed line. Similarly to the VER, $\sigma_{[e]}$ also shows large TID activity at the peak of the electron density profile.

Fig. 4 shows the time vs. altitude cross-section of (a) the temperature perturbation, (b) the perturbed O($^1D$) VER, and (c) the perturbed electron density for a full wave cycle. The perturbing TID wave has the following properties: $\lambda_h = 852$ km, $\lambda_z = 230$ km, $\tau = 45$ min, $\hat{T}_n = 10\%$, $\beta = 1$. The TID has a discernible effect on the layer as it progresses vertically through the thermosphere. Fig. 4b demonstrates the changes in the VER. Observe that the layer peak height varies by about by $\pm 5$ km during the wave period, while its thickness is as great as 78 km and as small as 62 km during the interval. Similarly, Fig. 4c shows that the TID causes the centroid of the [e] profile to go up (down) as the layer gets thicker (narrower), respectively.

The phase relationship among the perturbations in intensity, temperature, and vertical velocity due to the wave is in Fig. 5. The perturbation of the neutral temperature is opposite in phase to that of the intensity; that is, lower layer intensity corresponds to higher temperatures in the region, and conversely. On the other hand, the neutral
Figure 4. Time versus altitude cross-section of the (a) perturbed neutral temperature, (b) perturbed O\(^{1\,D}\) volume emission rate, and (c) perturbed electron density. The perturbing wave properties are the same as in Figure 3.
Figure 5. The phase of the vertical wind, neutral temperature, O(\(^1\)D) layer intensity, and electron density for a full wave period measured at the centroid altitude of the VER.

The intensity and the vertical velocity perturbations are in phase quadrature as expected. The intensity and the vertical velocity perturbations are also in phase quadrature, with the vertical velocity leading in time. This translates to a brighter layer intensity as the wave moves particles upwards to a region of lower density around the VER peak where the quenching by N\(_2\), O\(_2\), and O is smaller. This causes less deactivation of the O(\(^1\)D) species and enhances the emission of 630 nm photons. Conversely, as the wave moves particles downward, the layer becomes dimmer.

The ratio of the relative perturbation in intensity \(I' / I\) to that in neutral temperature \(T' / T_n\) is also calculated (Fig. 6). This ratio, called the cancellation factor \((CF = I' / T' / T_n)\), is used to determine how the layer responds to wave perturbations of various vertical scales. For a layer response in intensity larger than the input perturbation in temperature, the ratio CF is larger than the unit, indicating a gain or amplification of the wave perturbation in intensity. If the CF ratio is less than the unit, we interpret that as a suppression or attenuation of the wave perturbation.

The threshold vertical wavelength \(\lambda_t\) is defined as the wavelength for which cancellation factor ratio is equal to one. It is displayed in Fig. 6 by the vertical dotted line at \(\lambda_t = 230\) km. Note that \(\lambda_t\) dissects the CF plot into two wavelength regimes, one for the \(\lambda_z < \lambda_t\) range (attenuation regime) and the other for \(\lambda_z > \lambda_t\) (amplification regime). The CF ratio decreases faster in the \(\lambda_z < \lambda_t\) interval, indicating that the attenuation takes over rapidly in that regime. Waves in the \(\lambda_z < \lambda_t\) regime will be more...
Figure 6. Calculated O(1D) cancellation factor (the ratio of the relative intensity perturbation $I'$ to the relative neutral temperature perturbation $T'_n$) as a function of the vertical wavelength of a perturbing TID for low solar activity conditions. The horizontal dotted line marks the asymptotic value of the curve for longer vertical wavelengths. The vertical dotted line marks the threshold vertical wavelength where the relative layer intensity response $I'$ equals the relative input perturbation $T'_n$.

challenging to observe from ground-based measurements of the O(1D) nightglow because the layer response in intensity decreases fast with decreasing wavelength.

In the attenuation regime ($\lambda_z < \lambda^t_z$), the cancellation factor indicates that the layer response is less than the input perturbation amplitude. For example, taking $\lambda_z = 100$ km, we see that $\text{CF}(\lambda_z) = 0.35$ from Fig. 6. The layer intensity response to a wave of such vertical scale is expected to be $I'/I = T'_n/T_n \times \text{CF} = 10\% \times 0.35 = 3.5\%$, corresponding to a much smaller amplitude in intensity and a strong attenuation of the original input perturbation due to the layer structure and thickness.

In the amplification regime ($\lambda_z > \lambda^t_z$), especially for the longer wavelength range, the asymptotic value of the CF ratio is 1.12. Thus, given an original input perturbation of $T'_n/T_n = 10\%$, the maximum layer response in intensity is expected to be $I'/I = T'_n/T_n \times \text{CF} = 10\% \times 1.12 = 11.2\%$, indicating a small but welcome amplification of the wave amplitude in brightness for TID of larger vertical scales ($\lambda_z > \lambda^t_z = 230$ km). For this reason, the simulation suggests that TID in the amplification regime are more regularly detectable and identifiable in ground-based measurements because of the enhancement of the TID amplitude acting on the thermospheric redline nightglow.
Nonetheless, the asymptotic value of the $\text{O}(^{1}D)$ layer is notably smaller than those calculated for the mesospheric nightglow layers (Vargas et al., 2007). For the mesospheric OH layer, the asymptotic CF value is 3.5, while it is 4.5 for the mesospheric $\text{O}(^{1}S)$ green-line layer. This implies that, for an original perturbation of equal magnitude, we would notice a brighter wave perturbation from the mesospheric greenline layer than from the thermospheric redline layer. This expected behavior is due to the fact that a layer’s response to an initial wave perturbation is linked to the distinct vertical structures and photochemistries of each nightglow layer.

4 Discussion

To understand how likely a TID is to be detected from ground-based observations of the $\text{O}(^{1}D)$, we first demonstrate the variations in the redline layer structure, and then how the VER responds to waves of various vertical scales in different environmental conditions. These environmental conditions are set considering the solar cycle under (1) very low (F10.7= 66 solar flux units for 3-month average), (2) low (F10.7= 105 solar flux units for 3-month average), and (3) high activity (F10.7= 201 solar flux units for 3-month average) regimes. The input parameters for the IRI2016 and NRLMSISE-00 models to obtain the background variables for each solar cycle regime are specified in the supporting information file accompanying this publication and correspond to the location of the Andes Lidar Observatory (30.3°S, 70.7°W) because we want to utilize the results of this work in the investigation of TIDs observed over ALO.

The top panels in Fig. 7 show that the VER thickens and peaks at higher altitudes as the solar activity increases. For instance, for the very low conditions (Fig. 7a), the VER profile is 64 km wide and has centroid at 282 km. The VER for the low solar activity interval (Fig. 7b) peaks at 282 km and presents 79 km FWHM. On the other hand, the layer is 119 km thick and peaks at 343 km in the high solar cycle scenario (Fig. 7c).

We have performed sensitivity tests to determine which factor plays a major role in the changes of the $\text{O}(^{1}D)$ layer structure as the solar cycle evolves. We have found that, even though temperature changes in the thermosphere are quite remarkable, they cause negligible effects in the VER because direct changes in temperature affect the re-
Figure 7. The top charts depict the O(\(^{1}D\)) VER for (a) very low, (b) low, and (c) high solar activity. The bottom charts depict the electron and molecular oxygen densities for (d) very low, (e) low, and (f) high solar activity.

action rates, which are small quantities of magnitude from \(10^{-13}\) to \(10^{-7}\). Similarly, changes in the O, N\(_2\), and N densities also have a minor effect on the layer’s structure.

The charge density peak altitude also changes with the solar cycle. This can be verified from the thick lines in Figs. 7d, e, and f, which represent the ion density in the thermosphere for the simulated conditions. Above \(\sim 240\) km the ion density coincides with the electron density assuming the plasma neutrality principle, and both profiles peak at the same altitude. Although changes in the charge density are not small, we have verified that they are not the primary factor impacting the changes in the VER structure. We have tested this by taking the electron density from the high solar cycle period and plugging it into the very low and low solar activity scenario simulations. From that, we have seen only negligible changes in the VER structure. This is expected from the photochemistry standpoint once the quenching of the excited O(\(^{1}D\)) atoms by electrons represents the smallest loss term in Eq. 1 as depicted in Fig. 2b.

On the other hand, for example at 250 km, the O\(_2\) density changes by about one order of magnitude from very low to high solar cycle scenarios (dashed-dot lines in Figs. 7d, e, and f, respectively). By taking the O\(_2\) density from the high solar cycle period and
plugging it into the very low and low solar activity scenario simulations, we have verified major changes in the O(\textsuperscript{1}D) VER structure as well as in the layer thickness and in the layer peak altitude.

In Table 1, even though the dissociate recombination (reaction \#2) is responsible for the production of the atomic oxygen in the \textsuperscript{1}D excited state, the charge exchange (reaction \#1) is the rate-determining reaction (Shiokawa et al., 2006). Thus, with a higher density of O\textsubscript{2} available in the thermosphere during the high solar cycle, we expect to see a brighter O(\textsuperscript{1}D) nightglow with a thicker VER profile peaking at higher altitudes. Because the [O\textsuperscript{+}] changes are much smaller than those in [O\textsubscript{2}] as the solar cycle progresses, we attribute the O(\textsuperscript{1}D) VER changes simulated here to the [O\textsubscript{2}]. The O\textsubscript{2} density increase with solar cycle is due to the expansion of the atmosphere due to the higher temperatures, which cause the densities of all constituents to increase in the upper thermospheric levels. Molecular diffusion also increases due to the markedly higher temperature, and so do the scale heights of the individual atmospheric constituents (Vickers et al., 2014; Swenson et al., 2018).

Thicker VER profiles, as discussed before, have direct impact on the observations of TID from the Earth’s surface. To show how this occurs, we plot in Fig. 8 the CF ratios for three different solar activity scenarios, showing the tendency of the threshold vertical wavelength $\lambda_{tz}$ to increase accordingly. For instance, observe in the CF curve for the very low solar activity (dotted line) that $\lambda_{tz} = 160$ km, while for the high solar activity scenario $\lambda_{tz} = 360$ km (dash-dotted line in Fig. 8). The high solar activity $\lambda_{tz}$ is nearly double that of the very low solar activity scenario. Thus, we expect more difficulties in observing TID in the redline emission as the solar activity increases because the range of strong attenuation ($\lambda_z < \lambda_{tz}$) shifts to ever larger vertical scales.

The cancellation effect described by the CF ratio is more effective for waves with vertical wavelengths smaller than or comparable to the layer thickness. For example, if the wave vertical scale is of the order of the layer thickness, the the wave will present positive (negative) phase above the layer peak and negative (positive) phase below the peak. Because the intensity is the vertical integral of the VER, the positive part above the peak cancels out the negative part below, resulting in a very attenuated wave amplitude from the ground. As the layer gets thicker as the solar activity increases, the
Figure 8. The O(\textsuperscript{1}D) cancellation factor for different solar activity scenarios. Note that the threshold vertical wavelength (the wavelength where \(\text{CF}=1\)) increases with solar activity.

attenuation starts affecting the larger wavelengths as well, and only longer vertical scale TID will be detectable.

The low occurrence rate of TID in the O(\textsuperscript{1}S) layer during high solar cycle has been confirmed by observational data (e.g., Garcia et al., 2000; Shiokawa et al., 2003; Candido et al., 2008; Pimenta et al., 2008; Park et al., 2010; Martinis et al., 2010). For instance, Bowman (1992) and Park et al. (2010) reported an inverse sunspot cycle occurrence rate of MSTID. Candido et al. (2008) showed that the maximal occurrence rate of MSTID happens during solar minimum. Nonetheless, Fedorenko et al. (2013) claim that TID occurrence does not depend on the sunspot number, while Klausner et al. (2009) show that TID have larger amplitudes during high solar activity. Thus, there are still opportunities for deeper investigation of the occurrence rate of TID around the globe to confirm these reports.

The Perkins instability (Perkins, 1973) has been invoked in many papers as the cause of the low occurrence of TID during high solar activity in mid latitude observatories (Taylor et al., 1998; Shiokawa et al., 2003; Nishioka et al., 2009; Takeo et al., 2017). The negative correlation with the solar activity is explained in terms the growth rate of the Perkins instability; that is, if the growth rate is large, which coincides with periods of low solar activity, the generation of MSTID is also large (Duly et al., 2013; Lakshmi Narayanan et al., 2014). However, Yokoyama and Hysell (2010) and Kubota et al. (2011) argue that the Perkins instability does not contribute to the generation of MSTID.
Other investigators show that neither the propagation direction (southwestward orientation) nor the scale size of TID is predicted correctly by the Perkins instability theory (Kotake et al., 2007; Shiokawa et al., 2009). Also, Paulino et al. (2016) show that TID wavefronts are not northeast-southwest oriented, in disagreement with Perkins instability predictions. Thus, while the Perkins instability role in the MSTID generation is still controversial, our model offers a simpler explanation for the low occurrence rate of TID in the high solar activity intervals in terms of the attenuation of the wave’s amplitude. It is due to the redline layer vertical structure that benefits the observation of longer rather than shorter vertical wavelength TID.

Only a few studies provide the vertical scales of the observed TID. For instance, Negale et al. (2018) show that the measured fall seasonal day/night distribution of MSTID at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere presents a vertical wavenumber spectrum distributed around 273 km (mean) and 216 km (median). This is in good agreement with the threshold vertical wavelength shown in Fig. 8 for the low solar activity curve. Moreover, the vertical wavelength distribution measured by Negale et al. (2018) peaks at 230 km for the altitude range of 200-250 km, while the $\lambda_z$ distribution peaks at $\sim$190 km within the altitude between 250-300 km. It is remarkable that only a few waves are present in the vertical wavelength range larger than 400 km. Thus, with few very long wavelength TID present in the spectrum in combination with the cancellation/attenuation effect for waves presenting $\lambda_z < \lambda_z^t$, we anticipate it should be harder to observe TID during high solar activity periods, and only dominant waves presenting larger amplitudes are likely detectable from ground-based measurements.

Paulino et al. (2018) also provided a climatology for TID observed in imagery of the redline nightglow from 2012-2014 (rising phase of the solar cycle 24) observed near the equatorial region at (7.4°S, 36.7°W) over the Brazilian sector. They did not calculate the vertical wavelength of the observed waves but provided a detailed table of wave features that permitted us to calculate and plot the histogram of the vertical wavelength distribution shown in Fig. 9. The wavelengths in the histogram are estimated using atmosphere background information from the NRLMSISE-00 and IRI2016 models for July 16, 2012 (F10.7=128 sfu, 3-month average) because most of the events were observed in 2012. To obtain the vertical wavelength, we have used Eq. 2. For instance, taking event 22 from
Paulino’s Table 1, the horizontal wavelength is 170.7 km and the intrinsic period is 20.7 min. From our simulation running with background parameters for the Paulino’s observatory location for July 16, 2012, we have determined that $g = 9.06 \text{ m/s}$, $H = 44.82$ km, $c_s = \gamma g H = 753.18 \text{ m/s}$, $N = 0.00969171 \text{ rad/s}$, and $f = -1.8784 \times 10^{-5} \text{ rad/s}$.

By using the same background atmosphere conditions as for Fig. 9 and varying the intrinsic wave period in our model, we have found how the threshold vertical wavelength and the cancellation factor change with these two TID attributes (Fig. 10). For instance, the cancellation factor in the amplification regime ($\lambda_z > \lambda_{t z}$) is much stronger (CF~1.8) in the short wave period range (10-20 min) than that in the longer wave period range ($\tau_i > 20$ min), where CF~1.1. We also notice that $\lambda_{t z}$ grows rapidly in the shorter wave period range (up to 70 min), then it tends to stabilize in a more steady value ($\lambda_{t z} \sim 375$ km) for periods longer than 70 min.

Fig. 10 permits a direct comparison with Fig. 9 from where we have obtained good agreement with the observational data. The distribution in Fig. 9 shows maximal occurrence of TID wavelengths within the range of 144-168 km. If we analyse the period distribution of the Paulino’s events, we verify that most of them (16 out of 24 events) fall in the range of 10-20 min (14.7 min in average). Observe in Fig. 10 that for $\tau_i \sim 14.7$
Figure 10. Variation of the cancellation factor with the vertical wavelength and the intrinsic period of TID. The diagram was composed by taking the same atmospheric conditions utilized in Fig. 9. The thick continuous line represents where $\text{CF}=1$. The vertical dashed line represents the threshold vertical wavelength of $\sim 160$ km for a wave period of $\sim 14.7$ min (horizontal dashed line).

Another possible explanation for the shorter vertical wavelengths is that large scale waves like atmospheric tides would act on the $\text{O}^1\text{D}$ emission causing variations in the layer’s thickness in a manner similar to that demonstrated in Fig. 4b. As the layer thins...
down within the wave cycle, it would be possible to observe shorter vertical scale waves at the instant the layer gets sufficiently thinner.

It is also possible that the vertical small scale TID events in Fig. 9 have been mistaken for gravity waves in the mesosphere. This could be the case when the O($^1D$) thermospheric signal is contaminated by the mesospheric OH(9-3) band signal recorded by all-sky imagers. This possibly occurs as the mesospheric OH(9-3) has a marked brightness peak at 630 nm and a mean intensity 25% that of the thermospheric redline. In fact, this contamination has been noticed in our nightglow measurements at the Andes Lidar Observatory, were we run all-sky imagers equipped with filters for the OH and the redline running sequentially. In nights of large wave activity in the OH emission, we have observed the presence of the exact same wave structures in redline images—a clear indication that the contamination occurs. Thus, a cross-check between sequential OH and redline images would be necessary to confirm that the observed TID are in fact propagating across the thermosphere at a given instant.

5 Conclusion

This paper has reported our simulations of the thermospheric redline nightglow emission under the influence of oscillations of various vertical scales and under distinctive solar activity conditions. The goal here was to understand which waves perturbing the redline emission would be more likely to be detected in ground-based nightglow measurements. We have also compared the results with observations of TID activity in the thermosphere registered in the redline imagery. The main findings of this work are as follows:

• Under general background conditions and solar activity, we have found that TID, or gravity waves, perturbing the redline emission will be more likely seen if they present relatively large vertical wavelengths. Waves having $\lambda_z > 160$ km will be promptly detectable.

• Also under general conditions, waves of smaller vertical scales ($\lambda_z < 160$ km) would be observed only if they present larger amplitudes, that is, amplitude large enough to compensate for the attenuation (or cancellation effect) caused by the redline layer structure on the wave amplitude (in intensity) when measured from the ground.
• Waves presenting long vertical scales ($\lambda_z > \lambda^1_z$) would be more likely detectable from the ground because the layer response in radiance is amplified due to the photochemistry of the redline emission. This amplification effect is much smaller than those calculated for the mesospheric nightglow layers (Vargas et al., 2007).
• As the solar activity intensifies, the scales of the most likely observable waves in the redline shift to ever larger vertical wavelengths. Under high solar activity conditions, only waves presenting vertical wavelengths larger than 360 km would be likely observed because the redline layer structure gets thicker and the layer peak shifts to higher altitudes, reinforcing the estimated cancellation effect.
• The increase of the molecular oxygen density in the thermosphere during high solar activity periods is the dominant factor to account for the increased thickness and peak altitude of the O($^1D$) layer.
• We have found a favorable correspondence between the most likely observable TID vertical wavelengths from the simulation and those of the observation (Negale et al., 2018; Paulino et al., 2018). The distribution of observed wavelengths peaks in the vertical wavelength range approximately equal to or larger than the range of the predicted threshold wavelength $\lambda^1_z = 160$ km.
• The low occurrence rate of MSTID in measurements of the O($^1D$) during high solar cycle can be explained by the stronger layer cancellation effect during high solar cycle—an effect caused by changes in the redline layer structure in combination with a smaller occurrence of long vertical wavelength waves (Negale et al., 2018).
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Key Points:

• In general conditions, traveling ionosphere disturbances (TID) of longer vertical wavelengths (\(\lambda_z > 160\) km) are more likely than shorter vertical wavelength TID to be observed from ground-based imagery of the O(\(^\text{I}\text{D}\)) nightglow.

• For high solar activity periods, the volume emission rate of the O(\(^\text{I}\text{D}\)) nightglow layer is thicker (larger FWHM) and peaks at higher altitudes due to a larger concentration of O\(_2\) at higher altitudes in the thermosphere.

• Because the O(\(^\text{I}\text{D}\)) layer is thicker under high solar activity conditions, only TID of \(\lambda_z > 360\) km are likely to be detected from ground-based observations. This explains the lower observation rate of TID in the O(\(^\text{I}\text{D}\)) nightglow all-sky imagery in high solar activity intervals.
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Abstract

This paper reports our simulations of the volume emission rate (VER) of the O($^1D$) red-line nightglow perturbed by waves traveling across the thermosphere at around 250 km altitude. Waves perturb the electronic and neutral background densities and temperatures in the region and modify the O($^1D$) layer intensity as it is captured by ground-based nightglow instruments. The changes in the integrated volume emission rate are calculated for various vertical wavelengths of the perturbations. We demonstrate that, as the solar activity intensifies, the vertical scales of most likely observable TID waves become larger. For high solar activity, we demonstrate that only waves presenting vertical wavelengths larger than 360 km are likely to be observed. The variation of the range of likely observable vertical wavelengths with the solar cycle offers a plausible explanation for the low occurrence rate of TID in measurements of the redline nightglow during high solar activity periods. We have compared our results with those of Negale et al. (2018) and Paulino et al. (2018) to verify that observed vertical wavelengths distribute around 140-210 km, in good correspondence with our predicted threshold wavelength $\lambda_t \approx 160$ km for very low solar cycle period.

1 Introduction

Traveling ionosphere disturbances (TID) on the ionospheric plasma have been observed for several decades. The initial reports date from the 1950s, such as those of Munro (1950), Munro (1958), and Martyn (1950). A successful interpretation of this phenomenon describes the TID as a manifestation of atmospheric gravity waves (AGW) perturbing the plasma (Hines, 1960).

W. Hooke (1968) further extended the Hines (1960) theory to account for gravity wave perturbations on the ionospheric plasma to show that their primary effect is dominated by the ratio of the neutral-plasma collision frequency to the giro-frequency under the influence of the geomagnetic field at thermospheric altitudes. In the ionosphere, gravity waves impart the motion of the neutral gas parallel to the magnetic field to the ionization via collisional interactions. W. Hooke (1968) also showed that only certain gravity wave modes are capable of creating perturbations in the ionosphere, and waves imparting velocities of 20 m/s seemed capable of exciting TID of larger magnitudes,
given the right background conditions. W. H. Hooke (1970) showed the ionosphere response to gravity waves as dependent on the propagation azimuth of the wave perturbation, evidencing the anisotropy of the propagation direction of TID in the lower and upper ionosphere. He found that the anisotropy is a function of the wave parameters and the ionospheric conditions.

Later on, Francis (1974) simulated a spectrum of gravity waves generated above the mesosphere to identify the effects of direct waves and ground-reflected waves on the upper levels around 200-300 km. This simulation explained the sources of the traveling ionosphere disturbances. The large and medium scale TID could be better distinguished, with the large scales being less frequent than the medium scales because of their correlation with the high latitude phenomena in the auroral TID source region in times of magnetic storms (kp > 5), and particle precipitation generation of AGWs via Joule heating with the Lorentz force ongoing on charged particles under the Earth’s magnetic field at those locations. Francis (1974) also pointed out that TID could be periodic and non-periodic, with the non-periodic TID being observed as frequently as their periodic counterparts. However, the non-periodic TID would resemble medium scale only.

Medium scale TID (MSTID) are the focus of this paper because of the number of poorly understood aspects of their nature. The MSTID, as presented earlier, can be periodic or non-periodic; therefore, it is more difficult to identify their cause. Whereas many papers (Nishioka et al., 2009; Negale et al., 2018) have identified the main source of TID at high latitudes, there are accounts of MSTID being excited at equatorial latitudes (e.g., Shiokawa et al., 2009; Paulino et al., 2018) and mid-latitudes as well (Shiokawa et al., 2003; Martinis et al., 2010; Paulino et al., 2018).

Observations of MSTID have been made via ground-based imagery of the thermospheric redline nightglow corresponding to the $\text{O}^{(3}P \rightarrow 1D)$ transition line at 630 nm. Although MSTID are frequently observed, only few articles report the vertical scales of these observed thermospheric oscillations, primarily because of the lack of background information about neutral wind at the layer altitude. For instance, one of the few articles showing the spectral distribution the vertical scales of MSTID for data collected over a three-year period is that of Negale et al. (2018). Moreover, combined modeling
and observational studies of MSTID of several vertical scales are carried out only sparingly. For example, Porter et al. (1974) studied the behavior of the O(\(^{1}D\)) nightglow brightness under the influence of gravity waves from a purely theoretical perspective, comparing the changes in both the nightglow intensity and electron density, while Ogawa et al. (2002) presented a simplified model to account for TID oscillations in the neutral and electron densities to explain perturbations in the total electron content and in the redline nightglow observed over Shigaraki, Japan.

In this work, we model the O(\(^{1}D\)) emission perturbed by MSTID/AGW of various vertical wavelengths to show which wave scales would be promptly accessible from ground-based observations. The model concerns zenith observations of the redline using all-sky imagers, but can also be extended to any zenith-integrated atmosphere variable affected by TID/gravity waves, such as photometry of the nightglow or GPS-TEC observations. The results are obtained under regular atmospheric conditions and for different solar activity scenarios as well. The implications of our findings are then analyzed in light of observed MSTID scales and features obtained from the redline imagery technique.

2 Methodology

The approach used here is similar to that of Vargas et al. (2007) for the simulation of the mesospheric nightglow layers perturbed by gravity waves. Here, however, we have also implemented equations to account for perturbations on the ion and electron densities. Beyond that, we have also applied wave perturbations on the ion and electron temperatures in the same way as that for the neutrals temperature.

Fig. 1 presents the input parameters utilized in our simulations taken from the IRI2016 and NRLMSISE-00 models for Jan 01, 2016, corresponding to low solar activity conditions for (30.3°S, 70.7°W), the coordinates of the Andes Lidar Observatory (ALO), in Chile. Fig. 1a shows vertical profiles of the O, O\(_2\) and N\(_2\) (from NRLMSISE-00), and the O\(^+\) ion and electron number densities (from IRI2016). Atomic nitrogen is constant throughout the range as used in Link and Cogger (1998). The temperature for ions \(T_i\), electrons \(T_e\), and neutrals \(T_n\) are also from the IRI2016 model and are in Fig. 1b. Input
Figure 1. Background (a) densities, (b) temperatures, and (c) environmental parameters calculated for low solar activity conditions (Jan 01, 2016) for (30.3°S, 70.7°W), the coordinates of the Andes Lidar Observatory. Neutral densities are from the NRMSISE-00 model. Electron and ion densities, and neutral, electronic, and ionic temperatures are from the IRI2016 model. The input parameters for the NRMSISE-00 and IRI2016 models are in the supporting information file accompanying this publication.

The environmental parameters in Fig. 1c are the Brunt-Väisälä period $\tau_N = 2\pi / N$, where $N$ is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and the scale height for neutrals $H = R_s T_n / M_{mw} g$, where $R_s = 8.31432 \times 10^3 \text{NmK}^{-1}\text{kmol}^{-1}$ is the universal gas constant, $M_{mw}$ the mean molecular weight, and $g$ the gravity acceleration. The parameter $N$ is given by $N = \frac{g}{c_p} \left( \frac{dT}{dz} + \frac{g}{c_p} \right)$, where $dT_n/dz$ is the environmental lapse rate, $g/c_p = 9.8 \text{K/km}$ is the adiabatic lapse rate, and $c_p$ is the specific heat at constant pressure.
2.1 The O(1D) Volume Emission Rate

To produce excited oxygen in the O(1D) state in the ionosphere, the dissociative recombination of the molecular oxygen ion is the relevant process (reaction 2 in Table 1). The products of this reaction are oxygen atoms in the ground state O(3P) and in the excited states O(1D) and O(1S), where the O(1D) excited state is responsible for the thermosphere redline nightglow. The number of O(1D) atoms produced from the dissociative recombination is determined by the quantum yield $f_{O(1D)}$. The O(1D) species can be deactivated by quenching of O, O$_2$, N$_2$, and electrons, as well as by the spontaneous radiation emission represented by $A_{O(1D)}$. These reactions and their corresponding reaction rates are in Table 1.

To obtain the volume emission rate for the redline emission, we assume the photochemical equilibrium between production and losses, which leads to Eq. 1:

$$VER_{O(1D)} = \frac{0.756 A_{O(1D)} f_{O(1D)} k_1 [O_2] [e]}{([e]/[O^+])(A_{O(1D)} + k_0 [O] + k_{O_2}[O_2] + k_{N_2}[N_2] + k_e[e])}$$

where

$$[e]/[O^+] = 1 + \left(\frac{k_1 O_2}{k_4 O_2} + \frac{k_4 [N]}{k_9 [O]}\right)\left(1 + \frac{k_4 [N]}{k_9 [O]}\right) + \frac{k_{10} [N_2]}{k_9 [O]}$$

as given by Link and Cogger (1988).
Figure 2. Low solar activity (a) unperturbed $O(1D)$ volume emission rate and electron density, and (b) production and loss terms of the $O(1D)$ volume emission rate from Eq. 1.

We evaluate Eq. 1 by plugging in the reaction rates in Table 1 and the numerical values of the quantities in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, and plot the unperturbed profile of the $O(1D)$ volume emission rate in Fig. 2a. The redline layer peaks at 282 km and presents 79 km full width at half maximum (FWHM) under the conditions simulated here. At the layer peak, the VER $\sim$ 180 photons/cm$^3$/s. For reference, we also plot in Fig. 2a the electron density profile (dash-dot line) to show its maximum about one scale height ($\sim 38$ km) above the redline layer centroid. The unperturbed [e] density is much wider (FWHM $\sim 231$ km) than the VER, and peaks at 323 km with a peak density of $\sim 4.6 \times 10^5$ electrons/cm$^3$.

Fig. 2b shows the contribution of individual production and loss terms in Eq. 1. The thick continuous line in Fig. 2b represents the production term corresponding to the numerator of Eq. 1, while the thick dash-dot line is the sum of all loss terms in the denominator. The thin dash-dot, colored lines are the individual losses. Note that the loss of the $O(1D)$ excited state due to the atomic oxygen dominates up to 275 km. Above that level the radiation term involving $A_{O(1D)}$ dominates the loss of $O(1D)$. The term due to quenching by electrons is the least below 270 km, while the $N_2$ term is the smallest above that level.


2.2 Perturbing the O(\(1^D\)) Volume Emission Rate and Intensity

The O(\(1^D\)) volume emission rate response in the thermosphere to gravity waves is calculated by first obtaining the perturbations on the neutral and charge densities, vertical and horizontal winds, temperatures, and rate coefficients. To do so, we have set the characteristics of waves in terms of the vertical wavelength for a wave period taken from the 24 TID events observed by Paulino et al. (2018).

The layer brightness is the O(\(1^D\)) zenith intensity captured by nightglow imagers and photometers in ground-based experiments. We compute the O(\(1^D\)) intensity as the integral of the VER in altitude, where the VER is composed of the steady plus the perturbed states, that is, \(\text{VER} = \text{VER} + \text{VER}'\), where \(\text{VER} \) corresponds to the curve in Fig. 2a. From the integral of the VER it follows that \(I = \int \text{VER} \, dz = \int \text{VER} + \text{VER}' \, dz = T + T'\).

Other perturbed parameters are calculated as follows. According to the linear gravity wave theory (Hines, 1960), the wave frequency \(\omega = \frac{2\pi}{\tau}\), horizontal wavenumber \(k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_h}\) and the vertical wavenumber \(m = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_z}\) are related by the dispersion relation (Eq. 2),

\[
m^2 = \frac{(N^2 + \omega^2)}{(\omega^2 + f^2)} k^2 + \frac{\omega^2}{\gamma g H} - \frac{1}{4H^2}
\]  

where \(\gamma = \frac{c_p}{c_v}\) is the specific heat ratio, and \(f\) is the Coriolis term. The parameters \(\tau, \lambda_h,\) and \(\lambda_z\) are the intrinsic wave period, the horizontal wavelength, and the vertical wavelength of the perturbation, respectively. Notice that Eq. 2 holds for an isothermal atmosphere, what is nearly the case in the thermosphere. However, Eq. 2 does not take into account effects of viscous dissipation or heat diffusion dissipation on the gravity wave amplitudes. This is a limitation of the present simulation which must be addressed in an upcoming work.

Oscillations in the neutral density, temperature, and wind components are obtained from Eq. 3,

\[
\left( u', \omega', \rho', \frac{T_n'}{T_n} \right) = \Re \{ \left( \hat{u}, \hat{T}, \hat{\rho}, \hat{T}_n \right) \exp \left[ \frac{(1 - \beta)(z - z_r)}{2H} + i \left( m(z - z_r) + \omega t \right) \right] \} 
\]  
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where $u', w', \rho'/\bar{\rho}$, and $T_n'/T_n$ are the fluctuations in the wind component parallel to
the wave orientation, the vertical wind, the neutral density, and the neutral temperature, respectively. The terms $\hat{u}, \hat{w}, \hat{\rho}, \hat{T}_n$ represent the complex amplitudes of each wave field. The total fields are given by $u = \bar{u} + u'$, $w = \bar{w} + w'$, $\rho = \bar{\rho} + \rho'$, and $T_n = $$T_n + T_n'$.

The reference altitude $z_r$ in Eq. 3 is set at 200 km where the wave amplitude $\hat{T}_n = 10\%$. The neutral temperature amplitude $\hat{T}_n$ is the reference parameter for the other quantities; that is, all other complex amplitudes are specified in terms of $\hat{T}_n$ via the polarization relations from the gravity wave linear theory.

The factor $\beta$ in Eq. 3 accounts for the wave amplitude growth or decay. For $\beta < 1$ the wave amplitude grows with increasing altitude, and for $\beta > 1$ it decays. For $\beta = 1$, the wave amplitude is constant, resembling the behavior of a saturated wave. We keep $\beta = 1$ in these simulations to straightforwardly quantify the effect of the wave perturbation in the O($^1D$) layer throughout the simulation range. This makes sense because the layer response will be due solely to the layer’s photochemistry and dynamics, once the relative wave amplitude $\hat{T}_n$ is constant everywhere.

The complex amplitudes $\hat{u}$ and $\hat{w}$ are given by the relations 4 and 5,

$$\hat{u} = \frac{gHk}{N^2 - \omega^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} + iHm - \frac{\kappa \omega}{N^2} \right) \hat{T}_n \tag{4}$$

$$\hat{w} = \frac{i\omega}{N^2 - \omega^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} + iHm - \kappa \right) \hat{T}_n \tag{5}$$

while the complex amplitude for the neutral density $\hat{\rho}$ is given by Eq. 6.

$$\hat{\rho} = \frac{1 - \frac{2H\omega^2}{8(\gamma - 1)} - 2iHm}{1 - \frac{2H\omega^2}{8} - 2iHm} \hat{T}_n \tag{6}$$

Perturbations in number densities of $N_2$, $O_2$, and $N$ follow Eq. 6 as

$$\frac{[N_2]'}{[N_2]} = \frac{[O_2]'}{[O_2]} = \frac{[N]'}{[N]} = \frac{\rho'}{\bar{\rho}} \tag{7}$$
while atomic O perturbation follows Eq. 8,

\[
\frac{[O]'}{[O]} = DH\frac{\rho'}{\rho} - \frac{1 - DH}{\gamma - 1} \frac{T_n'}{T_n},
\]  

(8)

where \(D = \frac{d \ln [O]}{dz}\) is the scale height of the [O] density. The perturbed temperatures \(T_i\) and \(T_e\) follow that of the neutrals temperature, that is,

\[
\frac{T_i'}{T_i} = \frac{T_e'}{T_e} = \frac{T_n'}{T_n}.
\]  

(9)

The perturbation response of electrons due to the TID in the thermosphere is expressed as a function of the magnetic induction field \(\vec{B}\) and the magnetic inclination angle as discussed in Hooke (1968). The total electron density is given by \([e] = [e] + [e]'\). The fluctuation \([e]'\) is found from:

\[
\frac{[e]'}{[e]} = \left[ \frac{(\vec{v}' \cdot \hat{B})(\vec{k} \cdot \hat{B})}{\omega} \right] + i(\hat{B} \cdot \hat{z}) \left[ \frac{1}{2H} \frac{d}{dz} (\ln [e]) \right],
\]  

(10)

where the vector \(\vec{v}' = u'\hat{\xi} + w'\hat{z}\) and \(\vec{k} = k\hat{\xi} + m\hat{z}\). The unit vectors \(\hat{\xi}\) and \(\hat{z}\) are parallel to the vertical direction and to the wave orientation, respectively, and \(\hat{B}\) is the unit vector parallel to \(\vec{B}\). Observe from the term \((\vec{v}' \cdot \hat{B})\) that TID with stronger meridional component will have larger effect on the \([e]\) density because \(\vec{B}\) has a small zonal component. As confirmed in observations, equatorward traveling TID are promptly seen in ionospheric measurements (e.g., Francis, 1974; Shiokawa et al., 2006).

Temperature-dependent reaction rates are also affected by gravity wave oscillations via temperature oscillations. Perturbed states of the reaction rates are evaluated by plugging the perturbed temperatures into the corresponding reaction rate expressions (Table 1).

To carry out the simulations, we have chosen the vertical wavelength and the wave period as input parameters. A constant period of \(\tau = 45\) min is set corresponding to one of 24 wave periods reported by Paulino et al. (2018) for TID perturbing the thermospheric redline. The vertical wavenumber \(m = 2\pi/\lambda_z\) is specified iteratively, with \(\lambda_z\) varying from 50 km to 500 km by increments of 5 km. Then, we calculate \(k = 2\pi/\lambda_h\)
Figure 3. The perturbed (a) O(\(^{1}\)D) volume emission rate and (b) electron density calculated for 24 different phases of a perturbing gravity wave in a full wave cycle. The perturbing wave progresses vertically upwards in the thermosphere. The thick continuous lines are the unperturbed profiles of the VER and [e] as in Figure 2. The gray thin lines are the perturbed VER\(^{\prime}\) and [e]\(^{\prime}\) profiles. The dashed lines represent the standard deviation of the VER\(^{\prime}\) and [e]\(^{\prime}\) profiles, respectively. The perturbing wave has the following properties: \(\lambda_h = 852\) km, \(\lambda_z = 230\) km, \(\tau = 45\) min, \(\hat{T}_n = 10\%\), \(\beta = 1\).

From the dispersion relation (Eq. 2) and the other perturbed quantities from Eqs. 4 to 9 within each iteration by setting \(\hat{T}_n = 10\%\) of the background neutral temperature at the reference altitude. Notice that the horizontal wavenumber varies slightly with height due to variable environmental parameters \(\tau_N\) and \(H\) (Fig. 1c).

Eq. 10 is evaluated by setting \(\vec{B} = -69 \hat{x} + 19956 \hat{y} - 11937 \hat{z}\) [nT], corresponding to components of the geomagnetic field at \((30.3^\circ S, 70.7^\circ W)\) geographic coordinates and with \(-30.9^\circ\) inclination angle with the horizontal plane at this location for the Andes Lidar Observatory, Chile. The unit vectors \(\hat{x}, \hat{y},\) and \(\hat{z}\) point toward the zonal, meridional, and vertical directions, respectively.

The relative perturbations are obtained for 1 km altitude resolution and \(\frac{2\pi}{N}\) time increments (this is equivalent to increments of 0.26 radians of the wave phase) within a wave cycle. All the perturbed quantities are finally plugged in Eq. 1 within each iteration to find the perturbed volume emission rate and intensity.
3 Results

The effect of wave perturbations on the redline layer VER is plotted in Fig. 3a. The perturbed VER profiles (gray thin lines) oscillate around the steady VER layer (thick continuous line), but the largest effect occurs at the peak at 286 km. The standard deviation $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ of the perturbed VER profiles is the dashed line in Fig. 3a, and confirms the higher variance around the layer peak height. The $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ profile indicates where the wave perturbation is more vigorous within the layer, which in the case of the O($^1D$) occurs right at the peak of the thermospheric VER profile.

The altitude where $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ peaks is distinct for the mesospheric nightglow layers. In the mesosphere, $\sigma_{\text{VER}}$ profiles of the OH, O$_2$(b), and O($^1S$) perturbed layers peak $\sim$2.5 km below their respective steady layer centroids (Vargas et al., 2007). This has a subtle impact on the interpretation of observational results when comparing data of the temperature and intensity of the mesospheric nightglows.

Fig. 3b shows the unperturbed [e] profile with amplitude of $\sim$9.5% at the peak of the unperturbed [e] layer (thick continuous line). The standard deviation $\sigma_{[e]}$ of the [e]’ profiles is also presented as the dashed line. Similarly to the VER, $\sigma_{[e]}$ also shows large TID activity at the peak of the electron density profile.

Fig. 4 shows the time vs. altitude cross-section of (a) the temperature perturbation, (b) the perturbed O($^1D$) VER, and (c) the perturbed electron density for a full wave cycle. The perturbing TID wave has the following properties: $\lambda_h = 852$ km, $\lambda_z = 230$ km, $\tau = 45$ min, $\hat{\tau}_n = 10\%$, $\beta = 1$. The TID has a discernible effect on the layer as it progresses vertically through the thermosphere. Fig. 4b demonstrates the changes in the VER. Observe that the layer peak height varies by about $\pm 5$ km during the wave period, while its thickness is as great as 78 km and as small as 62 km during the interval. Similarly, Fig. 4c shows that the TID causes the centroid of the [e] profile to go up (down) as the layer gets thicker (narrower), respectively.

The phase relationship among the perturbations in intensity, temperature, and vertical velocity due to the wave is in Fig. 5. The perturbation of the neutral temperature is opposite in phase to that of the intensity; that is, lower layer intensity corresponds to higher temperatures in the region, and conversely. On the other hand, the neutral
Figure 4. Time versus altitude cross-section of the (a) perturbed neutral temperature, (b) perturbed O(1\textsuperscript{D}) volume emission rate, and (c) perturbed electron density. The perturbing wave properties are the same as in Figure 3.
Figure 5. The phase of the vertical wind, neutral temperature, O$(^1D)$ layer intensity, and electron density for a full wave period measured at the centroid altitude of the VER.

temperature and the vertical velocity perturbations are in phase quadrature as expected. The intensity and the vertical velocity perturbations are also in phase quadrature, with the vertical velocity leading in time. This translates to a brighter layer intensity as the wave moves particles upwards to a region of lower density around the VER peak where the quenching by N$_2$, O$_2$, and O is smaller. This causes less deactivation of the O$(^1D)$ species and enhances the emission of 630 nm photons. Conversely, as the wave moves particles downward, the layer becomes dimmer.

The ratio of the relative perturbation in intensity $I'/I$ to that in neutral temperature $T'/T_n$ is also calculated (Fig. 6). This ratio, called the *cancellation factor* (CF = $I'/I_n$, $T'/T_n$), is used to determine how the layer responds to wave perturbations of various vertical scales. For a layer response in intensity larger than the input perturbation in temperature, the ratio CF is larger than the unit, indicating a gain or amplification of the wave perturbation in intensity. If the CF ratio is less than the unit, we interpret that as a suppression or attenuation of the wave perturbation.

The threshold vertical wavelength $\lambda_{t_z}$ is defined as the wavelength for which cancellation factor ratio is equal to one. It is displayed in Fig. 6 by the vertical dotted line at $\lambda_{t_z} = 230$ km. Note that $\lambda_{t_z}$ dissects the CF plot into two wavelength regimes, one for the $\lambda_z < \lambda_{t_z}$ range (attenuation regime) and the other for $\lambda_z > \lambda_{t_z}$ (amplification regime). The CF ratio decreases faster in the $\lambda_z < \lambda_{t_z}$ interval, indicating that the attenuation takes over rapidly in that regime. Waves in the $\lambda_z < \lambda_{t_z}$ regime will be more
Figure 6. Calculated $O(1D)$ cancellation factor (the ratio of the relative intensity perturbation $I$ to the relative neutral temperature perturbation $\hat{T}_n$) as a function of the vertical wavelength of a perturbing TID for low solar activity conditions. The horizontal dotted line marks the asymptotic value of the curve for longer vertical wavelengths. The vertical dotted line marks the threshold vertical wavelength where the relative layer intensity response $\hat{I}$ equals the relative input perturbation $\hat{T}_n$.

challenging to observe from ground-based measurements of the $O(1D)$ nightglow because the layer response in intensity decreases fast with decreasing wavelength.

In the attenuation regime ($\lambda_z < \lambda^*_z$), the cancellation factor indicates that the layer response is less than the input perturbation amplitude. For example, taking $\lambda_z = 100$ km, we see that $\text{CF}(\lambda_z) = 0.35$ from Fig. 6. The layer intensity response to a wave of such vertical scale is expected to be $I'/I = T'_n/T_n \times \text{CF} = 10\% \times 0.35 = 3.5\%$, corresponding to a much smaller amplitude in intensity and a strong attenuation of the original input perturbation due to the layer structure and thickness.

In the amplification regime ($\lambda_z > \lambda^*_z$), especially for the longer wavelength range, the asymptotic value of the CF ratio is 1.12. Thus, given an original input perturbation of $T'_n/T_n = 10\%$, the maximum layer response in intensity is expected to be $I'/I = T'_n/T_n \times \text{CF} = 10\% \times 1.12 = 11.2\%$, indicating a small but welcome amplification of the wave amplitude in brightness for TID of larger vertical scales ($\lambda_z > \lambda^*_z = 230$ km). For this reason, the simulation suggests that TID in the amplification regime are more regularly detectable and identifiable in ground-based measurements because of the enhancement of the TID amplitude acting on the thermospheric redline nightglow.
Nonetheless, the asymptotic value of the O($^1D$) layer is notably smaller than those calculated for the mesospheric nightglow layers (Vargas et al., 2007). For the mesospheric OH layer, the asymptotic CF value is 3.5, while it is 4.5 for the mesospheric O($^1S$) green-line layer. This implies that, for an original perturbation of equal magnitude, we would notice a brighter wave perturbation from the mesospheric greenline layer than from the thermospheric redline layer. This expected behavior is due to the fact that a layer’s response to an initial wave perturbation is linked to the distinct vertical structures and photochemistries of each nightglow layer.

4 Discussion

To understand how likely a TID is to be detected from ground-based observations of the O($^1D$), we first demonstrate the variations in the redline layer structure, and then how the VER responds to waves of various vertical scales in different environmental conditions. These environmental conditions are set considering the solar cycle under (1) very low (F10.7= 66 solar flux units for 3-month average), (2) low (F10.7= 105 solar flux units for 3-month average), and (3) high activity (F10.7= 201 solar flux units for 3-month average) regimes. The input parameters for the IRI2016 and NRLMSISE-00 models to obtain the background variables for each solar cycle regime are specified in the supporting information file accompanying this publication and correspond to the location of the Andes Lidar Observatory (30.3°S, 70.7°W) because we want to utilize the results of this work in the investigation of TIDs observed over ALO.

The top panels in Fig. 7 show that the VER thickens and peaks at higher altitudes as the solar activity increases. For instance, for the very low conditions (Fig. 7a), the VER profile is 64 km wide and has centroid at 282 km. The VER for the low solar activity interval (Fig. 7b) peaks at 282 km and presents 79 km FWHM. On the other hand, the layer is 119 km thick and peaks at 343 km in the high solar cycle scenario (Fig. 7c).

We have performed sensitivity tests to determine which factor plays a major role in the changes of the O($^1D$) layer structure as the solar cycle evolves. We have found that, even though temperature changes in the thermosphere are quite remarkable, they cause negligible effects in the VER because direct changes in temperature affect the re-
Figure 7. The top charts depict the O($^1D$) VER for (a) very low, (b) low, and (c) high solar activity. The bottom charts depict the electron and molecular oxygen densities for (d) very low, (e) low, and (f) high solar activity.

action rates, which are small quantities of magnitude from $10^{-13}$ to $10^{-7}$. Similarly, changes in the O, N$_2$, and N densities also have a minor effect on the layer’s structure.

The charge density peak altitude also changes with the solar cycle. This can be verified from the thick lines in Figs. 7d, e, and f, which represent the ion density in the thermosphere for the simulated conditions. Above $\sim$240 km the ion density coincides with the electron density assuming the plasma neutrality principle, and both profiles peak at the same altitude. Although changes in the charge density are not small, we have verified that they are not the primary factor impacting the changes in the VER structure. We have tested this by taking the electron density from the high solar cycle period and plugging it into the very low and low solar activity scenario simulations. From that, we have seen only negligible changes in the VER structure. This is expected from the photochemistry standpoint once the quenching of the excited O($^1D$) atoms by electrons represents the smallest loss term in Eq. 1 as depicted in Fig. 2b.

On the other hand, for example at 250 km, the O$_2$ density changes by about one order of magnitude from very low to high solar cycle scenarios (dashed-dot lines in Figs. 7d, e, and f, respectively). By taking the O$_2$ density from the high solar cycle period and
plugging it into the very low and low solar activity scenario simulations, we have verified major changes in the O(\(^1\)D) VER structure as well as in the layer thickness and in the layer peak altitude.

In Table 1, even though the dissociate recombination (reaction #2) is responsible for the production of the atomic oxygen in the \(^1\)D excited state, the charge exchange (reaction #1) is the rate-determining reaction (Shiokawa et al., 2006). Thus, with a higher density of O\(_2\) available in the thermosphere during the high solar cycle, we expect to see a brighter O(\(^1\)D) nightglow with a thicker VER profile peaking at higher altitudes. Because the \([O^+]\) changes are much smaller than those in \([O_2]\) as the solar cycle progresses, we attribute the O(\(^1\)D) VER changes simulated here to the \([O_2]\). The O\(_2\) density increase with solar cycle is due to the expansion of the atmosphere due to the higher temperatures, which cause the densities of all constituents to increase in the upper thermospheric levels. Molecular diffusion also increases due to the markedly higher temperature, and so do the scale heights of the individual atmospheric constituents (Vickers et al., 2014; Swenson et al., 2018).

Thicker VER profiles, as discussed before, have direct impact on the observations of TID from the Earth’s surface. To show how this occurs, we plot in Fig. 8 the CF ratios for three different solar activity scenarios, showing the tendency of the threshold vertical wavelength \(\lambda_{t_z}\) to increase accordingly. For instance, observe in the CF curve for the very low solar activity (dotted line) that \(\lambda_{t_z} = 160\) km, while for the high solar activity scenario \(\lambda_{t_z} = 360\) km (dash-dotted line in Fig. 8). The high solar activity \(\lambda_{t_z}\) is nearly double that of the very low solar activity scenario. Thus, we expect more difficulties in observing TID in the redline emission as the solar activity increases because the range of strong attenuation (\(\lambda_z < \lambda_{t_z}\)) shifts to ever larger vertical scales.

The cancellation effect described by the CF ratio is more effective for waves with vertical wavelengths smaller than or comparable to the layer thickness. For example, if the wave vertical scale is of the order of the layer thickness, the the wave will present positive (negative) phase above the layer peak and negative (positive) phase below the peak. Because the intensity is the vertical integral of the VER, the positive part above the peak cancels out the negative part below, resulting in a very attenuated wave amplitude from the ground. As the layer gets thicker as the solar activity increases, the
Figure 8. The $O(1D)$ cancellation factor for different solar activity scenarios. Note that the threshold vertical wavelength (the wavelength where CF=1) increases with solar activity.

attenuation starts affecting the larger wavelengths as well, and only longer vertical scale TID will be detectable.

The low occurrence rate of TID in the $O(1S)$ layer during high solar cycle has been confirmed by observational data (e.g., Garcia et al., 2000; Shiokawa et al., 2003; Candido et al., 2008; Pimenta et al., 2008; Park et al., 2010; Martinis et al., 2010). For instance, Bowman (1992) and Park et al. (2010) reported an inverse sunspot cycle occurrence rate of MSTID. Candido et al. (2008) showed that the maximal occurrence rate of MSTID happens during solar minimum. Nonetheless, Fedorenko et al. (2013) claim that TID occurrence does not depend on the sunspot number, while Klausner et al. (2009) show that TID have larger amplitudes during high solar activity. Thus, there are still opportunities for deeper investigation of the occurrence rate of TID around the globe to confirm these reports.

The Perkins instability (Perkins, 1973) has been invoked in many papers as the cause of the low occurrence of TID during high solar activity in mid latitude observatories (Taylor et al., 1998; Shiokawa et al., 2003; Nishioka et al., 2009; Takeo et al., 2017). The negative correlation with the solar activity is explained in terms the growth rate of the Perkins instability; that is, if the growth rate is large, which coincides with periods of low solar activity, the generation of MSTID is also large (Duly et al., 2013; Lakshmi Narayanan et al., 2014). However, Yokoyama and Hysell (2010) and Kubota et al. (2011) argue that the Perkins instability does not contribute to the generation of MSTID.
Other investigators show that neither the propagation direction (southwestward orientation) nor the scale size of TID is predicted correctly by the Perkins instability theory (Kotake et al., 2007; Shiokawa et al., 2009). Also, Paulino et al. (2016) show that TID wavefronts are not northeast-southwest oriented, in disagreement with Perkins instability predictions. Thus, while the Perkins instability role in the MSTID generation is still controversial, our model offers a simpler explanation for the low occurrence rate of TID in the high solar activity intervals in terms of the attenuation of the wave’s amplitude. It is due to the redline layer vertical structure that benefits the observation of longer rather than shorter vertical wavelength TID.

Only a few studies provide the vertical scales of the observed TID. For instance, Negale et al. (2018) show that the measured fall seasonal day/night distribution of MSTID at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere presents a vertical wavenumber spectrum distributed around 273 km (mean) and 216 km (median). This is in good agreement with the threshold vertical wavelength shown in Fig. 8 for the low solar activity curve. Moreover, the vertical wavelength distribution measured by Negale et al. (2018) peaks at 230 km for the altitude range of 200-250 km, while the $\lambda_z$ distribution peaks at $\sim$190 km within the altitude between 250-300 km. It is remarkable that only a few waves are present in the vertical wavelength range larger than 400 km. Thus, with very long wavelength TID present in the spectrum in combination with the cancellation/attenuation effect for waves presenting $\lambda_z < \lambda_z^{\frac{1}{2}}$, we anticipate it should be harder to observe TID during high solar activity periods, and only dominant waves presenting larger amplitudes are likely detectable from ground-based measurements.

Paulino et al. (2018) also provided a climatology for TID observed in imagery of the redline nightglow from 2012-2014 (rising phase of the solar cycle 24) observed near the equatorial region at (7.4°S, 36.7°W) over the Brazilian sector. They did not calculate the vertical wavelength of the observed waves but provided a detailed table of wave features that permitted us to calculate and plot the histogram of the vertical wavelength distribution shown in Fig. 9. The wavelengths in the histogram are estimated using atmosphere background information from the NRLMSISE-00 and IRI2016 models for July 16, 2012 (F10.7=128 sfu, 3-month average) because most of the events were observed in 2012. To obtain the vertical wavelength, we have used Eq. 2. For instance, taking event 22 from
Paulino’s Table 1, the horizontal wavelength is 170.7 km and the intrinsic period is 20.7 min. From our simulation running with background parameters for the Paulino’s observatory location for July 16, 2012, we have determined that $g = 9.06 \text{ m/s}$, $H = 44.82$ km, $c_s = \gamma g H = 753.18 \text{ m/s}$, $N = 0.00969171 \text{ rad/s}$, and $f = -1.8784 \times 10^{-5} \text{ rad/s}$.

Plugging these values into Eq. 2 and taking the square root, we obtain $m = 5.96 \times 10^{-5} \text{ rad/m}$, which corresponds to a vertical wavelength of 105.3 km.

By using the same background atmosphere conditions as for Fig. 9 and varying the intrinsic wave period in our model, we have found how the threshold vertical wavelength and the cancellation factor change with these two TID attributes (Fig. 10). For instance, the cancellation factor in the amplification regime ($\lambda_z > \lambda_t^1$) is much stronger (CF$\sim$1.8) in the short wave period range (10-20 min) than that in the longer wave period range ($\tau_i > 20$ min), where CF$\sim$1.1. We also notice that $\lambda_t^1$ grows rapidly in the shorter wave period range (up to 70 min), then it tends to stabilize in a more steady value ($\lambda_t^1 \sim 375$ km) for periods longer than 70 min.

Fig. 10 permits a direct comparison with Fig. 9 from where we have obtained good agreement with the observational data. The distribution in Fig. 9 shows maximal occurrence of TID wavelengths within the range of 144-168 km. If we analyse the period distribution of the Paulino’s events, we verify that most of them (16 out of 24 events) fall in the range of 10-20 min (14.7 min in average). Observe in Fig. 10 that for $\tau_i \sim 14.7$
Figure 10. Variation of the cancellation factor with the vertical wavelength and the intrinsic period of TID. The diagram was composed by taking the same atmospheric conditions utilized in Fig. 9. The thick continuous line represents where CF=1. The vertical dashed line represents the threshold vertical wavelength of \(~160\) km for a wave period of \(~14.7\) min (horizontal dashed line).

Wavelengths smaller than 160 km would pose an observational challenge for ground-based measurements given the cancellation effect discussed earlier. However, Fig. 9 still shows a number of TID events having \(\lambda_z < 96\) km. It is possible that TID would still be detectable even under the attenuation regime \((\lambda_z < \lambda_z^t = 160\) km) if they present sufficiently large amplitudes, which can occur when waves are near critical levels where the wave action is absorbed (Gossard & Hooke, 1975). In fact, Paulino et al. (2018) show a number of TID events with intrinsic period close to the Brunt-Väisälä period \(\tau_N\), indicating those events were close to critical levels. Near these critical levels, the vertical wavelength of waves shrinks, which would explain the presence of smaller vertical scale waves in the distribution. Also, as waves approach critical levels, the amplitude increases to compensate for the shrinking effect in \(\lambda_z\) (Gossard & Hooke, 1975). Supposedly, the signal from the airglow would then be enhanced, making these waves observable.

Another possible explanation for the shorter vertical wavelengths is that large scale waves like atmospheric tides would act on the \(\Omega(1D)\) emission causing variations in the layer’s thickness in a manner similar to that demonstrated in Fig. 4b. As the layer thins...
down within the wave cycle, it would be possible to observe shorter vertical scale waves at the instant the layer gets sufficiently thinner.

It is also possible that the vertical small scale TID events in Fig. 9 have been mistaken for gravity waves in the mesosphere. This could be the case when the O(1D) thermospheric signal is contaminated by the mesospheric OH(9-3) band signal recorded by all-sky imagers. This possibly occurs as the mesospheric OH(9-3) has a marked brightness peak at 630 nm and a mean intensity 25% that of the thermospheric redline. In fact, this contamination has been noticed in our nightglow measurements at the Andes Lidar Observatory, where we run all-sky imagers equipped with filters for the OH and the redline running sequentially. In nights of large wave activity in the OH emission, we have observed the presence of the exact same wave structures in redline images—a clear indication that the contamination occurs. Thus, a cross-check between sequential OH and redline images would be necessary to confirm that the observed TID are in fact propagating across the thermosphere at a given instant.

5 Conclusion

This paper has reported our simulations of the thermospheric redline nightglow emission under the influence of oscillations of various vertical scales and under distinctive solar activity conditions. The goal here was to understand which waves perturbing the redline emission would be more likely to be detected in ground-based nightglow measurements. We have also compared the results with observations of TID activity in the thermosphere registered in the redline imagery. The main findings of this work are as follows:

• Under general background conditions and solar activity, we have found that TID, or gravity waves, perturbing the redline emission will be more likely seen if they present relatively large vertical wavelengths. Waves having $\lambda_z > 160$ km will be promptly detectable.

• Also under general conditions, waves of smaller vertical scales ($\lambda_z < 160$ km) would be observed only if they present larger amplitudes, that is, amplitude large enough to compensate for the attenuation (or cancellation effect) caused by the redline layer structure on the wave amplitude (in intensity) when measured from the ground.
• Waves presenting long vertical scales \( \lambda_z > \lambda_t^1 \) would be more likely detectable from the ground because the layer response in radiance is amplified due to the photochemistry of the redline emission. This amplification effect is much smaller than those calculated for the mesospheric nightglow layers (Vargas et al., 2007).

• As the solar activity intensifies, the scales of the most likely observable waves in the redline shift to ever larger vertical wavelengths. Under high solar activity conditions, only waves presenting vertical wavelengths larger than 360 km would be likely observed because the redline layer structure gets thicker and the layer peak shifts to higher altitudes, reinforcing the estimated cancellation effect.

• The increase of the molecular oxygen density in the thermosphere during high solar activity periods is the dominant factor to account for the increased thickness and peak altitude of the \( \text{O}(^1D) \) layer.

• We have found a favorable correspondence between the most likely observable TID vertical wavelengths from the simulation and those of the observation (Negale et al., 2018; Paulino et al., 2018). The distribution of observed wavelengths peaks in the vertical wavelength range approximately equal to or larger than the range of the predicted threshold wavelength \( \lambda_t^1 = 160 \) km.

• The low occurrence rate of MSTID in measurements of the \( \text{O}(^1D) \) during high solar cycle can be explained by the stronger layer cancellation effect during high solar cycle—an effect caused by changes in the redline layer structure in combination with a smaller occurrence of long vertical wavelength waves (Negale et al., 2018).
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